HTC - the Innovators, not the imitators!

HTC
DCS Hybrid
Series

HTC launches the new DCS Hybrid™ series.
DCS Hybrid™ is the problem solver for the
stone floor renovation industry.
The DCS Hybrid™ system gives new life to damaged
and heavily worn natural stone and terrazzo floors.
Easy to use and environmentally friendly, the
DCS Hybrid™ gives you an opportunity to remove
stains, scratches and “orange peel” using only
ordinary cleaning machines and water.
Refurbish your floor instead of replacing it!
DCS Hybrid™ Black is the most coarse segment of these
new tools. It removes minor scoring, lippage, excessive
wear and staining. DCS Hybrid™ Red removes
scratches, wear and staining. DCS Hybrid™ Red
prepare the floor for further
improvement with HTC Twister™.

• Better grinding performance
• Improved microscratch pattern
• Extended lifespan - at least twice the
old DCS Hybrid
• New softer plastic holder makes it possible to place
segments back into holders if they should come out
due to excessive lippage or screws.
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The new
DCS Hybrid™ series.
Usage
Best effects are achieved on a heavy single scrubber
(>45 kg). If used with an auto scrubber it must have
adequate down pressure (>60 kg) and drive no faster
than 2 – 3 pmh.

Apply water during the first pass and work in the same
water until you change color of the tool, or work with
suction all the time. Rinse DCS Hybrid pad between
each color.

Water is important (~1dl / sqm) in order to have the slurry
easy to remove with a wet vacuum or a scrubber dryer.
Add more water if you see that the slurry get too thick.

On a smooth surface it can take some time before the
tool opens and starts to cut. You can speed this process
up by using it on a rougher surface first.

Choose DCS Hybrid™ depending on the floors starting condition.
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*The “orange peel” effect occurs when the embedded aggregate in the floor becomes increasingly exposed as the surrounding concrete matrix wears at a
faster rate during the process of cleaning/maintenance.  This uneven wear creates a rippled surface on the polished floor, similar to the surface of an
orange peel.
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A complete
DCS Hybrid tool

The DCS Hybrid™ tools consist of three
different items; the pad holder, the DCS pad and
the DCS segments. The pads are sold in pairs and
the holders individually. They are available in the
following sizes: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20 and 21
inches. The segments are sold in boxes containing
six segments.
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